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ABSTRACT
Visualization of spatial data is of increasing importance in science
and society, but opens up justified concerns about data privacy and
security. A classic methodology for cartography through generalization is data selection; however, data selection can be challenging
under security constraints for two main reasons. First, individual
records are kept in the visualization, so a data security approach
such as access control needs to be put in place to avoid leakage of
information about protected records to unauthorized parties. Second, it can be computationally hard to pick out records from a large
spatial dataset so as to create an aesthetically pleasing visualization respecting user constraints and optimization goals. The latter
expense can get compounded by the need to additionally respect
access control restrictions.
This paper presents a way to integrate label-based access control into an existing technique for declarative cartography termed
global selection. Through a set of theorems and new algorithms,
we demonstrate that we can reuse derivation and resolution of
record conflicts when computing global selections across access
roles in a security hierarchy. In experiments with realistic datasets,
the runtime of the best among these new methods achieves an
improvement of up to 2x-5x compared with repeatedly computing
the global selection in medium-to-large security hierarchies.

1

INTRODUCTION

Motivation. Geospatial visualizations such as maps are of crucial
value in geographic information science [14], and becoming increasingly important in organizations with the trends towards spatial
computing [38] and Internet of Things (IoT) [40]. Data security and
privacy in these domains is of great concern [10, 20]. For example,
a recent survey shows that 75% of expert respondents believe IoT
cybersecurity is of top priority or important, while only 16% believe
their organizations are ready for the security challenges of IoT [20].
Cartographic generalization techniques are commonly employed
to create geospatial visualizations [19]. Among these techniques,
an approach that particularly challenges data security is that of
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data selection. On the one hand, data selection techniques can be
computationally expensive, since methods need to respect complex
user-defined visualization constraints and/or optimize for userdefined goals [24, 25, 32, 35]. On the other hand, data selection
by definition picks out individual records from a large dataset,
which can compromise privacy and security constraints. Other
than data transformations applied to (groups of) records [31], a
valid data security approach in creating such visualizations is finegrained access control [23, 33, 34, 42], where selected records are
only shown to authorized parties. It remains, however, unclear how
to efficiently combine cartographic selection methods with access
control, a problem that we study in this paper.
Examples. Figures 1 to 3 illustrate the problem of combining a cartographic data selection method with fine-grained access control.
The figures show three different visualizations of a dataset containing information about airports. The colors red and black represent
the access level of an airport. For example, the airports could be military airports where red airports are top-secret and black airports
are secret. A user with top-secret access clearance has access to
both top-secret and secret airports. It is apparent that by showing
the full dataset (Figure 1), the data points become too cluttered and
we can hardly distinguish one airport from another. By using the
global selection method of [24, 25] for declarative cartography, we
can define a constraint that no two airports may appear within
a certain pixel distance of each other, thus selecting a subset of
the whole dataset. Now, we can compute the global selection for a
top-secret user (Figure 2) and for a secret user (Figure 3).
It is intuitive that there must be a lot of commonality between
the two visualizations since the secret airports form a subset of
the data accessible to a top-secret user. However, to avoid leakage,
we need to compute the global selection for the two visualizations
independently. It seems rather inefficient to identify airports within
a certain distance of each other twice from scratch. Ideally, we
would like to reuse the computation of the global selection with
top-secret access in deriving the global selection with secret access.
There are countless other examples where users have access to
different subsets of the whole data. Consider social networks where
a user can restrict access to personal information for some of her
friends and family, or a consultant in an agricultural extension service who can access data from several farmers.1 In these scenarios,
we have an inherent notion of a security hierarchy. Additionally,
we expect a certain commonality between the data accessible to
different users. For example, the consultant and one of her clients
will both have access to data concerning that farm, i.e., the data
accessible to the client is a subset of that accessible to the consultant.
1 The

problem addressed in this paper was inspired by discussions within the FutureCropping project [13], which deals exactly with an agricultural extension service
scenario.

Figure 1: Openflights Airport dataset Figure 2: Airports with proximity con- Figure 3: Airports with proximity con(7K points). Red access label dominates straint with access to both red and black straint with access only to black airblack.
airports.
ports.
Despite this notion of inclusion of data in security hierarchies
and the need for cartographic data selections in geospatial visualizations, to the best of our knowledge no previous work has designed
efficient mechanisms to exploit data inclusion in computing global
selections under different access roles.
Problem. Since we cannot show any top-secret airports to a person
with only secret access, we could simply remove any top-secret
airports from Figure 2 to produce a visualization for such a person.
However, this would introduce two problems:
(a) The visualization no longer maximizes the information given
to the user. Any top-secret airport could have led to the
elimination of a nearby secret airport, and the secret airport
no longer appears in the output.
(b) By having such "gaps" in the map, a user with secret access
might deduce where top-secret airports are located.
Had we simply removed the red airports from Figure 2 to generate Figure 3, the visualization would show far fewer points. For
example, we would not see any airport in New Zealand or Central/Eastern Europe. As such, we may be able to deduce that there
might be a top-secret airport in these areas. The goal therefore
is to always generate an output for the secret user equal to the
global selection on just the secret airports, i.e., as if the top-secret
airports did not exist. In summary, we need to preserve quality
in the output as well as not compromise the integrity of a given
security hierarchy. However, we wish to do so without having to
recompute the global selection from scratch for each access role.
Offline versus online computation. Much previous research
in data visualization focuses on interactivity [17, 21, 22]. Recent
methods, such as dynamic reduction [4], IDEAs [9], NanoCubes [27]
or imMens [28], employ sampling or aggregation operations, which
are either computationally inexpensive or parallelizable. However,
data selection is often expensive enough that it will be infeasible
to compute "live" [24, 25, 32, 35]. Luckily, offline computation of
selections can still be used to prepare data for visualization. For
example, city labels and road names, among others, can be selected
in a pre-processing step for later display in an interactive map [24].
In this paper, we focus on this pre-computation step, and how it gets
affected by the use of fine-grained access control in the database.
Contributions. This paper makes the following contributions:
(1) Motivated by the notion of commonality of data between
access roles, we formalize and prove a number of theorems

that can be used to piece together a global selection for
a lower access level from the one of a higher access level.
These results delimit the conditions in which the latter can
be done safely, covering a wide array of user-defined visual
constraints employed with global selections.
(2) Based on our theoretical results, we present new algorithms
to efficiently compute global selections under access control.
(3) In experiments with realistic datasets, we compare the performance of our algorithms to the naïve approach of computing
the global selection for every role in a security hierarchy.
Our best method achieves runtime improvements of 2x-5x
in medium-to-large security hierarchies.
For concreteness, this paper focuses on label-based access control [34] and the global selection method of [24, 25] for declarative
cartography, which we briefly review in Section 2. Our theoretical
results and algorithms are presented in Section 3 and experiments
in Section 4. We discuss related work in Section 5.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Access Control Models
Fine-Grained Access Control Methods. We focus on the approach of fine-grained access control, which has been studied extensively [23, 33, 34, 42]. Since we need an access control method
where access roles can include the data of other roles, we have
chosen to use a label-based access control model similar to what
is presented by Rjaibi and Bird [34]. This method seamlessly integrates a hierarchical structure between access roles by introducing
the concept of dominance, which we formalize below.
Label-Based Access Control. We define a label l ∈ L to be a
string, where L is the set of all possible labels. A security hierarchy
is a partial order ⪯ on a finite set of labels. We denote the domain
of all possible partially ordered sets of labels as A.
In the remainder, we assume an input relation I is always subject
to a security hierarchy A = ({l 1 , l 2 , ..., ln }, ⪯) ∈ A. We denote the
tuples visible to label li in an input relation I as I li = σl abel ⪯li (I ).
I li is read as I subject to label li . We say l j dominates li if l j ⪰ li and
thus I l j ⊇ I li . Using this terminology, we can think of I subject to
li to be the subset of tuples from I that are visible to a user who
has access to label li .

Representation of a Security Hierarchy. A security hierarchy
as defined above can be represented by different data structures. The
example of top-secret and secret labels consists of a linear hierarchy
and can be represented by a simple list. However, many security
hierarchies are more complex than that. For example, company
structures or consultant relations lead to hierarchies that are more
complex trees or even DAGs.
To capture this variety in security hierarchies while maintaining
efficiency, our implementation employs two different encodings
for security hierarchies: one for trees [7] and one for DAGs [43].
Both encodings can be implemented in a relational DBMS. The first
encoding method is an approach where the pre/post plane of the
security hierarchy defines the labels [7]. While the first encoding
method is restricted to trees, the second encoding method applies
to DAGs and is based on prime number factorization [43]. The
second method is less effective in the sense that labels become huge
very fast as the security hierarchy grows; however, the encoding is
sufficient to cover our experiments with DAGs in Section 4.
The work in this paper does not mandate either of these encodings. We could encode the security hierarchy using other methods
as long as the dominance between any two labels is well-defined.
For our implementation, we assume updates to the security hierarchy itself are rare, and can easily be handled by periodically
rebuilding the data structure chosen for representation.

2.2

Global Selections

Previous work introduced the concept of database-integrated global
selections for declarative cartography [24, 25]. We summarize and
revisit this work in this section, providing formal definitions that
support our work of bringing access control to global selections.
Global Selection Concepts. Global selection is a technique to
choose relevant records from a dataset by evaluating the data as
a whole. The two building blocks of a global selection are a set of
constraints and a weighting function. Constraints specify restrictions
that must be respected by sets of records in the input. If a set of
records matches the restrictions in a constraint, we say that the
records in the set form a conflict. For the dataset shown in Figure 1,
we show the output of a global selection with a proximity constraint
for a user with access to all data in Figure 2 and for a user with
access to only the black airports in Figure 3. A proximity constraint
states that no two records should be closer than a pixel distance d
to one another. Given such a constraint, a set of two sufficiently
close records forms a conflict. The weighting function determines
the importance, or weight, of different records. In the example of
Figure 1, the weight is given by the number of departures of an
airport, which acts as a proxy for its importance.
The processing of a global selection consists of two basic steps:
conflict derivation and conflict resolution. Conflict derivation calculates the sets of records forming conflicts by applying the constraint
definitions over an input relation. Conflict resolution eliminates
records from the input relation so as to resolve all conflicts and thus
satisfy all constraints, while attempting to maximize the weight of
the resulting output set of records.
Global Selection Formalization. To formalize the notion of
global selection, we need to first define how weighting functions

and constraints apply to the tuples of a relation. A weighting function w is simply a mapping from a given tuple to a non-negative
real weight. A constraint κ is a mapping from an input relation
I to a finite set of pairs {(τ , R 1 ), (τ , R 2 ), . . . , (τ , Rk )}, where τ is a
non-negative integer threshold and each Ri ⊆ I is a conflict. Each
pair encodes the limit on the maximum number of records τ that
are allowed by the constraint to survive out of the records in the
conflict Ri . For example, in a proximity constraint we would have
τ = 1 across all pairs, and each Ri would be a set consisting of
two records from the input relation I that are sufficiently close to
each other. This constraint is schematically illustrated in Figure 4.
Following the model of declarative cartography [25], we assume
for this paper that τ is constant for all Ri within a single constraint.
Based on constraints, we can formalize conflict derivation.
Definition 2.1 (Conflict Derivation Function). A conflict derivation
function CD is a mapping from an input relation I and a set of
constraints K such that:
(1) CD(I, K ) = κ (I ), if K = {κ};
(2) CD(I, K ) = CD(I, {κ 1 }) ∪ CD(I, {κ 2 }) ∪ . . . ∪ CD(I, {κn }),
if K = {κ 1 , κ 2 , . . . , κn }.
CD derives all conflicts along with their respective thresholds
for all given constraints. Thus, the output of CD is a set of pairs
{(τ1 , R 1 ), (τ2 , R 2 ), . . . , (τm , Rm )}. For convenience, we define the
conflict set C produced by CD as C = {R 1 , R 2 , . . . , Rm }. Conflict
sets allow us to reason on the records included in conflicts without
being bothered by the thresholds imposed.
Note that the set of constraints K as well as the weighting function
w are defined by the user. From these input definitions, we can
construct the conflict derivation function as above. In addition, we
can define a conflict resolution function.
Definition 2.2 (Conflict Resolution Function). A conflict resolution function CRw is a mapping from an input relation I and the
set of pairs produced by a conflict derivation function application
CD (I, K ) to an output relation O ⊆ I such that:
(a) O contains at most τi surviving records for each of the conflicts in the pairs (τi , Ri ) ∈ CD (I , K );
(b) the sum of the record weights given by weighting function w
in O is maximal w.r.t. all such qualifying relation instances.
For the proximity constraint example in Figure 4, conflict resolution yields the result shown in Figure 5, assuming t 2 has higher
weight than t 3 , and t 4 ’s weight is lower than the combined weight
of t 5 and t 6 . Conflict resolution is equivalent to the weighted set
multi-cover problem and thus NP-hard [24, 25]. In spite of this,
previous work has shown that effective heuristics can be applied
to conflict resolution in realistic map making scenarios [25].
Now, we can formalize a global selection as follows.
Definition 2.3 (Global Selection Operator). Given an input relation
I , a weighting function w, and a set of constraints K, we define a
w
global selection as Σw
K (I ) = CR (I, CD (I, K )).
In contrast to [24, 25], we limit our attention to single-scale
global selections, i.e., we do not consider visualizations where multiple zoom levels are calculated in a manner sensitive to access
control. A simple strategy to deal with multi-scale global selections
is to abstract these operations as a sequence of single-scale global
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Figure 5: Global selection for the red
label, eliminating t 3 and t 4 .

selections, and employ the methods developed in this paper at each
scale. Notwithstanding, single-scale global selections are of independent interest. Broadly speaking, many infographics that show a
selection of data can be made with a single-scale global selection.
Some examples hereof are maps as used in articles and books, or
visualizations in newspapers and scientific research papers.

Monotonicity

We aim to take advantage of the commonality between datasets
of two different access labels to derive the global selection for one
access label using the conflicts and outputs of another. However,
achieving this goal under arbitrary conflict derivation functions
may be infeasible. For example, if conflicts were decided at random
in each global selection, we could not use the conflicts from a global
selection for one access label in the global selection of another.
Gladly, common conflict derivation functions exhibit properties
that we can exploit. In particular, it is unusual that the set of tuples
in conflict will shrink if more tuples are added to the input. Consider
the case of the proximity constraint. If more tuples are added to
the input set, there is a chance that now new tuples will be too
close to existing tuples or that added tuples will be too close to
one another. However, the distances between existing tuples do
not change. As another example, consider a constraint limiting the
density of records in space. As we add more records to the input,
the density can only increase.
The property in these examples is captured by requiring the
conflict derivation function CD from Definition 2.1 to be monotonic
in the conflict sets produced. To formalize this notion, we need to
introduce conflict set containment.
Definition 2.4 (Conflict Set Containment). Given two conflict sets
Cn and Cm , Cm contains or is equal to Cn , denoted Cm ⊒ Cn , iff.
∀Ri ∈ Cn , ∃R j ∈ Cm : Ri ⊆ R j .
In a manner similar to query monotonicity [1], given a set of
constraints K and for any input relations In , Im ⊆ I with Im ⊇ In ,
we say CD is monotonic whenever if we take the conflict sets Cn and
Cm induced by CD(In , K ) and CD(Im , K ), then Cm ⊒ Cn . In other
words, adding a tuple to an input relation may only grow the set of
tuples in a conflict. Intuitively, this implies that the constraints used
are such that the conflict between two tuples cannot rely on the
absence of another tuple, which is a natural restriction in practice.
Consider again the proximity constraint as illustrated in Figure
4. Suppose t 4 were inexistent and then added to the input. If t 4
would have no other existing points within d distance of it, no
new conflicts would be generated. However, t 4 is within d distance
of existing points. So we generate one new conflict for each such
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Figure 4: Conflicts under proximity
constraint with distance d.
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Figure 6: Global selection for the
black label, eliminating t 5 .

qualifying points, namely t 5 and t 6 . Conflict derivation using the
proximity constraint is monotonic.
We also consider a stronger notion of monotonicity where adding
a tuple may only grow a conflict by that particular tuple, namely
strong monotonicity. Suppose we have an input relation I = {a, b, c}
and conflict derivation such that a and b are in a conflict R. We then
add tuples d and e to I . According to strong monotonicity, R may
at most grow by either d, e, or both. Additionally, a new conflict
between d and e could be introduced. By contrast, were we to use
a conflict function with the weaker notion of monotonicity, c could
end up in R when including d in I . Also, d, e, or both could end up
in a new conflict along with any of a, b, or c.
In the proximity constraint, observe that if we generate a new
conflict, it may contain not only the added but also an existing tuple.
Therefore, the proximity constraint is not strongly monotonic, even
though it is monotonic. As we discuss in Section 3.4, the density
constraint alluded to above is strongly monotonic.

3

ACCESS CONTROL FOR GLOBAL
SELECTIONS

In this section, we study global selections subject to access control.
We start with a brief overview of the problem (Section 3.1), followed
by the naïve approach to its solution (Section 3.2). We then present a
set of results that allows us to compute global selections with access
control for monotonic conflict derivation functions (Section 3.3),
followed by results for a special case common in practice, namely
functions yielding disjoint conflicts (Section 3.4).

3.1

Problem Overview

In essence, given a security hierarchy for an input relation, we
would like to compute the global selection for every label in the
security hierarchy. To see why this is so, suppose each user is
assigned an access label. Intuitively, we want the result to be equal
to the scenario where every user runs the global selection on the
subset of tuples from the input relation she has access to.
To consider global selections in the context of access control, we
need to introduce a few notations. Rl is the conflict where each
tuple is subject to security label l. C l is thus the set of conflicts for
a given set of constraints, where each conflict is subject to l. Finally,
we denote by O l the output from applying the global selection
l
operator Σw
K on an input relation I . In general, a set subject to
a label is, unless otherwise specified, the selection of all records
dominated by that label (recursively applied if the set is a set of sets).
We denote a tuple t l if the label of the tuple is l (i.e., t .label = l).
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3.2

Naïve Approach

Algorithm 1 : Naive
Naïve Approach to Global Selection with Access Control
Require: Global selection Σw
K
Require: Input relation I
1: for Label l in L do
l
2:
O l ← Σw
K (I )
3:
MATERIALIZE(O l )
4: end for
The simplest way of computing the global selection for every
label in a security hierarchy L is to iteratively take the input relation
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Figure 7: Conceptual evaluation of the global selection from Figure 8: Constrained (X )
Figure 4 for two access labels, red and black, where red domi- and unconstrained (Y ) tuples
in Figure 4.
nates black.
In addition, we adopt a flat relational representation for a set
of conflicts C, in line with [24, 25]. Suppose the input relation I
has attributes ⟨i 1 , i 2 , ..., ip ⟩ where the access label is assumed to
be among the attributes. The set of conflicts C then has attributes
⟨i 1 , i 2 , ..., ip , cid, w, τ ⟩, where cid is the ID from the conflict the
tuple appears in, w is the weight of the tuple, and τ is the maximum
number of tuples that may survive the conflict with conflict ID
given by cid. Note that a tuple can be present in multiple conflicts
and thus appear several times in C, but with different cid. In other
words, the addition of cid is how we flatten the structure of C (a set
of sets) to a single relation without loss of information. The output
relation O has an identical schema to I .
Consider again the example of Figures 4 to 6, which illustrates
a global selection for a security hierarchy of two labels. Figure 7
shows how the global selection is computed using the notations
introduced above. We observe that since t 0 , t 1 , and t 7 are in no
conflicts, they are automatically included in O r ed . The black label
cannot see the red tuples. Therefore, t 3 is not in any conflicts seen
through the eyes of the black label and is included with t 0 and t 1 in
O bl ack . Note that no red tuples can end up in O bl ack because they
simply do not exist for black. The only conflict subject to the black
label is R 1 . CRw will try to maximize the aggregated weight of the
output and thus picks t 4 over t 5 . Subject to the red label, we have
three conflicts. Notice that t 4 is in both R 1 and R 2 . Were CRw to
pick t 4 (the tuple with the highest weight), it must eliminate both
t 5 and t 6 . However, the combined weight of t 5 and t 6 is greater than
the weight of t 4 . Therefore, CRw eliminates t 4 and picks t 5 and t 6 .
This example shows how t 5 , a tuple visible to black, can end up in
the output of red (the dominating label) without ending up in the
output of black.

B

Figure 9: Tiles represent conflicts generated by a density
constraint.

subject to each label l ∈ L and compute the whole global selection
from scratch. We call this method the naïve approach. This simple
method, which is trivially correct and shown in Algorithm 1, is the
baseline for all the algorithms to come; the approach we wish to
beat in terms of running time.
As discussed in more detail in Section 4.2.1, our implementation
reuses SQL for encoding the algorithms presented in the paper. The
construct MATERIALIZE in Algorithm 1, in particular, corresponds
to view materialization of its logical input relation.

3.3

Monotonic CD

In this section, we present results and algorithms that show that
portions of the computation of a global selection for a given label
can be reused for the computation of the same global selection for
dominated access labels. In particular, reuse of derived conflicts of a
global selection can be very effective in reducing computation time,
since it is often the case that the computation of CD is expensive in
practice. For example, with a proximity constraint, the computation
of CD requires a spatial join, and this operation can dominate the
running time of a global selection [25].
To reason about reuse, we first establish a lemma relating the
conflict sets of a global selection with different labels in a security
hierarchy, exploiting the notion of commonality and inclusion of
accessible data between two labels.
Lemma 3.1 (Conflict Containment of Input). Consider an
input relation I and a security hierarchy A = ({l 1 , l 2 , ..., ln }, ⪯) ∈ A
where l j ⪰ li . C l j ⊒ C li if CD is monotonic.
Proof. Recall from Section 2.1 that I li ⊆ I l j . Let DI F F l j ,li =
I l j − I li . Assume CD is monotonic and we have computed C li .
Now, we add the tuples from DI F F l j ,li one at a time to the input.
By our definition of monotonicity, adding any tuple to the input
can only create new conflicts or increase the size of the existing
conflicts. Therefore, after having added DI F F l j ,li to I li , we end up
with I l j and for all conflicts in C li there now exists a conflict that
is a superset of or equal to it (i.e., ∀Rli ∈ C li , ∃Rl j ∈ C l j : Rli ⊆ Rl j ).
By Definition 2.4, C l j contains or is equal to C li .
□
For example, in Figure 7 where red dominates black, we see that
C bl ack is contained within C r ed . Furthermore, we now know that
the set of conflicts for a label is contained within the set of conflicts
for any dominating label. Motivated by this fact, we formalize when
we can reuse the conflicts in such a case.

Theorem 3.2 (Cached Conflicts). Let A = ({l 1 , l 2 , ..., ln }, ⪯
) ∈ A where l j ⪰ li and CD be strongly monotonic. ∀Rl j ∈ C l j let
D li ,l j = {x ∈ Rl j : x .label ≻ li }, then Rli = Rl j − D li ,l j .
Proof. Let Rli be any conflict from C li . Since CD is monotonic,
we know by Lemma 3.1 that C l j ⊒ C li and thus by Definition 2.4
that Rli ⊆ Rl j . Because CD is also strongly monotonic, any tuple
in Rl j not in Rli must be exactly D li ,l j = {x ∈ Rl j : x .label ≻ li }.
Therefore, we can remove all tuples in D li ,l j from Rl j without
removing any tuples also in Rli and thereby get Rli .
□
Observation 1 (Dominated Conflict). Let A = ({l 1 , l 2 ,
..., ln }, ⪯) ∈ A where l j ⪰ li and CD be strongly monotonic. ∀R ∈ C l j ,
if ∀t ∈ R, t .label ⪯ li , then R ∈ C li . This is the special case of Theorem 3.2 where D li ,l j = ∅.
Theorem 3.2 shows that when CD is strongly monotonic, we can
reuse the conflict sets of dominating labels in the computation of
the global selection for dominated labels. Observation 1 targets the
situation where all tuples in a conflict are accessible to the dominated label. Let us again use the simple top-secret/secret security
hierarchy as an example. Observation 1 says that if every tuple in a
given conflict is secret in the top-secret global selection, then we
can reuse the conflict in the secret global selection.
We are now able to extend the Naive algorithm using Theorem 3.2 such that we only compute the conflicts once and then
reuse them for every label in the security hierarchy.
Algorithm 2 : CC
Cached Conflicts using Theorem 3.2
Require: Set of constraints K
Require: Strongly-monotonic conflict derivation function CD
Require: Conflict resolution function CRw
Require: Input relation I
1: C ← CD(I, K )
2: MATERIALIZE(C)
3: for Label l in L do
4:
O l ← CRw (I l , C l )
5:
MATERIALIZE(O l )
6: end for
Correctness Argument 1 (Algorithm 2). Let CD be strongly
monotonic. Then, C l = σl abel ⪯l (C) by Theorem 3.2 and we defined
in Section 2.2 that CD (I l , K ) is equal to C l . Thus, we do not need to
compute the conflicts using CD for any labels and still get the correct
set of conflicts at each iteration by subjecting C to the current label.
l
w l
l
Recall from Section 2.2 that Σw
K (I ) = CR (I , CD (I , K )). The result
w
l
l
of CR (I , C ) at each iteration is therefore equivalent to that of line
2 in Algorithm 1.
□
Observation 2 (Conflicts in pairs). Let A = ({l 1 , l 2 , ..., ln }, ⪯
) ∈ A where l j ⪰ li and CD be monotonic generating conflicts
exclusively of size two where ∀R ∈ C l j , if ∀t ∈ R, t .label ⪯ li ,
R ∈ C li , then Theorem 3.2 holds.
A consequence of Observation 2 is that we can also use the CC
algorithm on some monotonic, but not strongly monotonic, CD
functions. These functions should generate exclusively conflicts
in pairs and when both tuples in a pair exhibit a dominated label,

then the pair must appear as a conflict for the dominated label as
well. We expect this case to be very useful in practice, since it is
natural for constraints to calculate conflicts by join operations. For
example, the proximity constraints falls into this category. Given
that it is computed by a spatial join, conflicts at a given label do
not disappear as more tuples become visible at a dominating label.
Theorem 3.2 allows us to reuse conflicts are contained within
the conflict set of dominating labels; however, reuse is also possible
for tuples that are not included in any conflict at all. If we look
at Figure 4, we observe that t 0 and t 1 are examples of such tuples
taking part in no conflicts under the red access label. Suppose now
we only have access to the black tuples. By monotonicity, t 0 and
t 1 must still be in no conflicts. For brevity, we call tuples in at
least one conflict constrained tuples, and tuples in no conflicts at all
unconstrained tuples. We now formalize reuse for the latter.
Theorem 3.3 (Unconstrained Tuples). Let A = ({l 1 , l 2 ,
..., ln }, ⪯) ∈ A where l j ⪰ li . Then ∀t ∈ O l j where t < {x | ∃R ∈
C l j : x ∈ R} and t .label ⪯ li , t ∈ O li .
Proof. Let t be a tuple not in O li that is in O l j where t .label ⪯ li
and t < {x | ∃R ∈ C l j : x ∈ R}. t must have been in some conflict
R ′ ∈ C li to get eliminated from O li . We now have, ∄R ∈ C l j s.t.
R ⊇ R ′ . That is a contradiction by Lemma 3.1.
□
Note that Theorem 3.3 does not require a strongly monotonic
conflict derivation function CD. We can thus use the theorem on
a wider range of conflict derivation functions than Theorem 3.2.
We can exploit Theorem 3.3 by identifying unconstrained tuples
for a dominating label, and then directly adding these tuples to the
output for all dominated labels. Thereby, we decrease the input size
to both CD and CRw . Algorithm 3 captures this idea.
Algorithm 3 : CU
Unconstrained Tuples using Theorem 3.3
Require: User-defined set of constraints K
Require: Monotonic conflict derivation function CD
Require: Conflict resolution function CRw
Require: Input relation I
1: C ← CD(I, K )
2: X ← I ⋉ C /* Tuples in a conflict */
3: Y ← I − X /* Tuples not in any conflict */
4: MATERIALIZE(X )
5: MATERIALIZE(Y )
6: for Label l in L do
7:
C l ← CD (X l , K )
8:
O l ← CRw (X l , C l ) ∪ Y l
9:
MATERIALIZE(O l )
10: end for
Correctness Argument 2 (Algorithm 3). X contains all the
tuples that are present in any conflict from computing the conflicts
on the whole input relation I . From Lemma 3.1, we know that C ⊒ C l
and thus no tuples from Y l can end up in C l . Therefore, we can safely
use X l as input to CD at each iteration and get the correct set of
conflicts. By Theorem 3.3, we can add Y l directly to the output in line
8. It now follows from the correctness argument of Algorithm 2 that
this produces a correct output.
□

The CU algorithm isolates unconstrained tuples by copying them
directly to the output. These tuples then do not take part in conflict
derivation, reducing the input size to operations over X l ⊆ I l . As
an additional observation, we note that the algorithm could be
optimized for reuse if we could assert that the conflict set C does
not change across any pair of labels. This may be particularly useful
if one of the labels provides visibility over all tuples, allowing for
reuse of the computation in line 1. For generality of presentation,
we leave these data-dependent optimizations to future work, and
focus on reasoning on the structure of conflict derivation functions
and its relationship to data inclusions in security hierarchies.
Figure 8 shows us an illustration of how the evaluation of the
first 3 lines of Algorithm 3 would look like on the example from
Figure 4. As we can see, since t 0 , t 1 , and t 7 take part in no conflicts,
they can be simply copied to the output respecting label visibility.
It is interesting to note that the CC and CU algorithms can
be composed. While we omit details for brevity, we evaluate this
method, named CU+, in our experiments (Section 4).

3.4

Strongly Monotonic CD, Disjoint Conflicts

In this section, we look at the special case where all conflicts generated by CD are disjoint. This special case appears in density
constraints, which are important to reduce clutter in visualizations
of spatial data [35]. Figure 9 depicts such a constraint on a small
dataset of eight records with two labels: red and black, where red
dominates black. We divide the visible area into a set of tiles, and all
points occupying the same tile are in conflict with each other. For
example, in tile A, t 1 and t 2 are in conflict. Now, suppose τ is one,
such that in the output there is only one point per tile. Assume the
surviving tuples are t 0 , t 1 , t 3 , and t 5 for the red label. Notice that
they are all black. Surely, if we could not access the red tuples, we
would still pick the same four black tuples since they must have the
highest weight in their respective tiles/conflicts. As such, there is
an opportunity to reuse not only conflict derivation across security
labels, but also conflict resolution.
To reason about reuse of conflict resolution, it is assumed that
the maximum weight solution to a global selection is unique – when
the conflicts are disjoint, there must be a unique selection of tuples
in each conflict that yields the highest aggregated weight. In order
to guarantee a unique solution, we assume that ties2 are resolved
by a unique identifier assigned to each tuple. For the remainder of
this section, we assume CRw to behave in this way.
Looking at Figure 9 again, the conflict from tile D only contains
black points. Surely, the surviving point from tile D must be the
same for the red and black labels, i.e., the winner between t 4 and t 5
is determined independently of tiles A, B, and C. Given a label l, we
term a conflict pure for l if the labels of all tuples in the conflict are
dominated by l. Otherwise, we call the conflict impure. Motivated
the notion of pure and impure conflicts, we formalize a theorem
operating on conflict solutions.
Theorem 3.4 (Reusing Conflict Solutions). Let A =
({l 1 , l 2 , ..., ln }, ⪯) ∈ A where l j ⪰ li and CD be strongly monotonic
producing disjoint conflicts. Given R ∈ C l j , if ∀t ∈ R, t .label ⪯ li ,
then the output of resolving R subject to l j can be reused for li .
2A

tie occurs when two or more tuples in the same conflict have the same weight.

Proof. Let R be any conflict from C l j . If ∀t ∈ R, t .label ⪯ li ,
then R is also in C li by Observation 1. Furthermore, given the
assumption of disjoint conflicts, we know that no t ∈ R can occur
in another conflict. Therefore, R can be resolved independently
from all other conflicts and the result of resolving R subject to l j is
equal to that of resolving R subject to li .
□
Theorem 3.4 states that if a conflict is pure for a label, we can
reuse the solution to said conflict for the label. For example, suppose
we have computed the global selection for the red label (the output
being t 0 , t 1 , t 3 , and t 5 ). Now, in tile D, we can directly add t 5 to the
output for the black label since the conflict of tile D is pure subject
to the black label.
Algorithm 4 exploits the observation in Theorem 3.4 by reusing
the result of CRw for any pure conflicts for a given label.
Algorithm 4 : RS
Reusing Conflict Solutions using Theorem 3.4
Require: User-defined set of constraints K
Require: Strongly monotonic conflict derivation function CD
Require: Conflict resolution function CRw
Require: Input relation I
1: C ← CD(I, K )
2: OC ← CR w (I, C) ▷◁ Πcid,i 1,i 2, ...,i p (C)
3: MATERIALIZE(C)
4: MATERIALIZE(OC)
5: for Label l in L do
6:
δ l ← Πcid (σl abel ≻l (OC)) // CIDs from impure conflicts
// Antijoin. Gives us the outputs we can reuse
7:
OC l ← OC ▷ δ l
// Unconstrained and tuples from impure conflicts
8:
IX l ← I l − I l ⋉ (C ▷ δ l )
9:
O l ← CRw (IX l , C l ) ∪ Πi 1,i 2, ...,ip (OC l )
10:
MATERIALIZE(O l )
11: end for
Correctness Argument 3 (Algorithm 4). In line 1, the conflicts
are computed as in Algorithm 2, which is reused in line 9 of every
iteration in accordance with Lemma 3.1. OC l in line 7 gives us the
tuples from O we can reuse by Theorem 3.4. That is, tuples in O that
come from conflicts where the label of every tuple is dominated by
l. That information is gained from δ l where we store the ID of every
conflict that has one or more tuples with a label dominating l. In
line 8, we store the tuples that are not in any conflict or come from a
conflict with an ID from δ l . Thus, we use IX l as input to CRw in line
9 to resolve the impure conflicts. Now, Πi 1,i 2, ...,ip (OC l ) contains the
output of every pure conflict and CRw (IX l , C l ) computes the output
of every impure conflict, and thus the union is equal to O l .
□
The RS algorithm decreases the input size to CRw by identifying tuples that we can directly add to the output. However, we
clearly observe that Algorithm 4 needs many operations to identify
reusable tuples. Similarly to the CU+ algorithm, we can compose
the reuse of conflict solutions with separation of constrained and
unconstrained tuples. We omit details of this additional algorithm
due to space constraints.

4

EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we evaluate experimentally the performance of the
algorithms presented in this paper. The goals of the experiments
are presented in Section 4.1 and their setup described in Section
4.2. Afterwards, we discuss the results obtained in Section 4.3.

4.1

Goals

The ultimate goal of the experiments is to to test the performance
of the algorithms introduced in Section 3 compared to the naïve
approach. An explicit non-goal is to evaluate the performance of
the underlying global selection system for declarative cartography
introduced by previous work [24, 25]. Since the global selection
system needs to evaluate a set of user-defined constraints to derive
visual conflicts and calculate a solution to an NP-hard conflict resolution problem, its purpose is to be run offline as a pre-computation
step in advance of data visualization. This usage is in line with
similar approaches [32, 35]. As calculating a global selection can
be time-consuming, reducing the time necessary to run multiple
global selections in connection with supporting visualizations with
fine-grained access control is a worthy endeavor.
We show experiments that illustrate the performance of the
algorithms proposed in this paper over a range of real datasets
with different sizes as well as varied sizes and structures of security hierarchies. Specifically, the goals of our experiments are to
demonstrate:
(a) How the algorithms scale on the number of labels in a linear
security hierarchy (Section 4.3.1)
(b) How the complexity of the given constraints as well as the
ratio between unconstrained and constrained tuples affect
the performance of our algorithms (Section 4.3.2)
(c) How consistently the algorithms perform on DAG-shaped
security hierarchies (Section 4.3.3)
We split the experimental results (Section 4.3) into subsections
corresponding to the goals above.

4.2

Setup

4.2.1 Implementation. We build on a specialized version of the
global selection implementation described in [24]. This implementation uses essentially the same algorithms for conflict derivation and
resolution described in [25], but avoids as much as possible the use
of temporary tables in the database for better performance. Conflict
derivation is achieved by execution of the SQL of user-defined constraints, while conflict resolution employs a sorting-based greedy
heuristic. As discussed in [25], this heuristic achieves a good tradeoff in runtime and solution quality, and overall takes up a small
percentage of the running time of a global selection compared to
conflict derivation.
We argue that for the evaluation in this paper, the choice of
this heuristic for CRw is sufficient as follows. First, note that the
proposed algorithms that potentially reduce the input to CRw are
CU, CU+, and RS. CU and CU+ only filter out unconstrained tuples.
It is fair to assume that the runtime of any reasonable optimization
procedure used in CRw should be more strongly correlated with
the size of the conflict set than with the number of unconstrained
tuples (which should just be picked to be in the output if given
to CRw ). So gains in performance from CU or CU+ should come

overwhelmingly from savings in the computation of CD as opposed
to CRw . For RS, on the other hand, reductions in CRw computation
may be nontrivial. However, RS is only applicable when conflicts
are disjoint. In this case, the sorting heuristic chosen is optimal,
obviating the need to evaluate other optimization methods for CRw .
We represent labels as attributes of input tuples. As mentioned
earlier, these attributes are encoded in the pre-/post-plane when
security hierarchies are trees [7], or alternatively with a prime number encoding when security hierarchies are general DAGs [43]. The
overall skeleton of the algorithms in Section 3 includes a loop over
all labels in the security hierarchy and a set of relational algebra
expressions either before the loop or in the loop body. We leverage
that structure in our implementation by taking a code generation
approach. For each label in the security hierarchy and for any
pre-loop code fragments, we generate pure SQL code in a global
selection language preprocessor before executing the SQL code
in PostgreSQL, the target database server. The algorithms introduced in this paper at selected points materialize information with
the MATERIALIZE construct, which is implemented by creating
temporary tables using the UNLOGGED keyword for performance.
4.2.2 Datasets. We use three different datasets that were part
of the evaluation of [24]. Two of the datasets contain spatial data:
Openflights Airports (7K points)3 and OpenStreetMap points of
interest (673K points).4 The third dataset, Genius (13K rows),5 contains information about lyrics from several rap artists. We create
a spatial visualization from this dataset by 1-dimensional tiling of
artists by the vocabulary sizes of their lyrics.
Henceforth, we call the datasets airports, OpenStreetMap, and rappers, respectively. We have chosen the datasets for two reasons. First,
all datasets include real-world data, and are thus representative of
skew to be found in practice. Second, the datasets offer a convenient
frame of reference with respect to previous work [24, 25].
Since the original datasets do not include any access control
information, we need to model a distribution of labels in the input
relation in connection to a security hierarchy. For simplicity of interpretation, we focus on linear security hierarchies throughout the
experiments, with exception of Section 4.3.3 where security hierarchies are generated through a random DAG generator. To assign
labels to tuples in the input, we use two different distributions, uniform and self-similar [15]. With a uniform distribution, we assign
each label with equal probability to a tuple. The self-similar method
assigns the most dominated label randomly to 80% of the data. Then,
the second most dominated label is assigned randomly to 80% of
the remaining 20% of the data, and so on. Again for simplicity, we
only use self-similar distributions on linear security hierarchies.
They could, however, conceptually be applied to a tree or DAG, e.g.,
by uniformly assigning all labels from the lowest level to 80% of
the data, and so on for each level in the hierarchy. Intuitively, the
self-similar distribution models hierarchical structures in the real
world, e.g., a company with only one CEO and many employees.
In Algorithms 2 to 4, we materialize information before we loop
through the labels. Intuitively, the structure of the security hierarchy should therefore not matter as much as the number of labels.
3 http://openflights.org/data.html
4 http://planet.openstreetmap.org/
5 http://rap.genius.com/

Moreover, we expect the distribution of labels to matter more than
the hierarchy itself. For example, suppose a label is distributed such
that the label has access to 1% of the input. Now, suppose we have
another distribution were the label has access to 90% of the input.
Intuitively, we expect the running time of the global selection for
the latter case to be significantly higher than that of the former. In
Section 4.3.3, we discuss whether or not this claim is supported by
the experimental results.
4.2.3 Queries. The queries and constraints used for the global
selections in our experiments are slightly modified versions of
the ones presented in [24]. In summary, for both the airports and
OpenStreetMap datasets, we use a density constraint that dictates
that only 10 records may occupy the same tile on a map. The number
of tiles on the map is controlled by the desired zoom level in a tile
pyramid scheme [12]. If not otherwise stated, we use a zoom level
of 4 corresponding to 256 tiles for all 2-D spatial data. As stated
previously, we only use single-scale global selections in this work.
For the airports dataset, we also test the proximity constraint, which
we have used as a running example, with a distance of 10 pixels. For
the rappers dataset, we use a constraint that maps the vocabulary
(distinct words in lyrics) of a rapper to buckets of word-count
intervals. We use an interval of 80 words. For brevity, we denote this
constraint as the wordcount constraint. Note that the wordcount and
density constraints are strongly monotonic, whereas the proximity
constraint is only monotonic. However, the proximity constraint
only generates conflicts of size two. Recall from Observation 2
that we therefore can use CC and CU+, despite the fact that these
methods require strongly monotonic CDs.
We only expect CU and CU+ to improve performance when
some tuples are unconstrained. Therefore, we refrain from showing
results from these methods with the density and wordcount constraints, since in these cases all tuples are constrained by definition.
4.2.4 System Configuration. The machine used for all experiments is a Lenovo T460s laptop with a dual-core 2.4 GHz Intel
Core i5-6300U processor, 12GB of RAM, and a 256 GB NVMe Samsung MZ-VPV256 SSD. The system runs Microsoft Windows 10
Enterprise, and we employ a PostgreSQL 9.5 server with best-effort
tuning of the default settings. An important setting for the PostgreSQL server is to disable autovacuum. In PostgreSQL, vacuum is
an operation to garbage-collect a database.6 To avoid interference
from the autovacuum service on the runtime, we manually vacuum
the entire database between runs. The other settings tuned allow
the database server to use more main memory for different tasks
to speed up the experiment process. In particular, we set shared
buffers to 2GB, work memory for sorting and hashing to 0.5 GB,
maintenance work memory for vacuuming to roughly 1.5GB, and
turn fsync off.
4.2.5 Experimental Methods. Every experiment follows a general pattern with given specifications. The general pattern can be
summarized in 8 steps: (1) Vacuum database. (2) Generate security
hierarchy. (3) Generate label encodings using specified encoding
method. (4) Assign labels to tuples in input table according to a
given distribution. (5) Begin measuring time. (6) Compute the global
selection using the specified algorithm. (7) End measuring time.
6 https://www.postgresql.org/docs/9.5/static/sql-vacuum.html

(8) Delete all generated tables. The specifications determine among
others: the algorithm to use, the input table to the global selection
operator, the security hierarchy, and the distribution of labels. For
every configuration, we run the general pattern 10 times and calculate the average runtime of step 6 as well as the standard deviation.
We observed very consistent running times for all algorithms.

4.3

Experimental Results

4.3.1 Scalability on Number of Labels. In this section, we report
on the scalability of our algorithms on the number of labels in a
linear security hierarchy. Figures 10 to 15 report the performance
of each algorithm on all datasets with self-similar and uniform
distributions, respectively. The number of labels ranges from 1
to 64. With only one label in the security hierarchy, we do not
expect any performance gain from any of the algorithms. On the
contrary, we can observe the overhead introduced by each approach
when compared with Naive. CC introduces a minute overhead
in all the experiments – evidencing the comparatively low cost
of materializing conflicts once they are derived. CU, by contrast,
has higher overhead. For example, in Figure 13, CU takes roughly
2x the running time of Naive. Recall from Section 3.3 that the
implementation of CU computes the conflicts twice for a single
label. Therefore, this large overhead is not surprising, given that
the algorithm has no opportunity to reuse results for unconstrained
tuples over other labels. Since CU+ does not compute the conflicts
twice, CU+ has a slightly smaller overhead than CU. The overhead
of RS is generally bigger than CC, but smaller than CU.
Throughout Figures 10 to 15, we observe that CC dominates
Naive whenever the number of labels is bigger than one. In addition,
the relative performance gap between CC and Naive increases as
the number of labels increases, reaching a factor of roughly 2x-5x.
CU and CU+ are only evaluated with the proximity constraint, since
only this constraint allows for unconstrained tuples. In Figures 12
and 13, 30% of the tuples are unconstrained; still, CU’s overhead in
identifying those tuples makes it perform worse than Naive in most
configurations. Even though CU+ performs substantially better
than Naive, it performs slightly worse than only CC.
In Figures 10 and 11, we observe that RS outperforms Naive
as the number of labels increases. We also see that RS does so
earlier when the distribution is uniform than when the distribution
is self-similar. This effect is surprising in that using self-similar
distributions, we would expect the probability of a conflict being
pure to be higher since the least dominating labels are represented
more in the data. So the effect suggests that Algorithm 4 incurs too
high costs in identifying conflicts as pure. A similar reasoning can
be applied to Figures 14 and 15, except that the costs of RS with the
OpenStreetMap dataset are higher and the method performs more
similarly to Naive. We conjecture that this latter behavior comes
from the fact that the OpenStreetMap dataset is substantially larger
than the rappers dataset — since we map many more points to a
single tile, we would also expect the probability of pure conflicts to
be smaller. In summary, RS ends up being dominated by CC, which
emerges as the best method. We also ran the density constraint on
the airports dataset which showed similar results.
In Figures 12 and 13, we observe that CC performs much better
relative to Naive compared to the experiments using density constraints. Moreover, CC scales significantly better on the number of
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constraint and self-similar distribution. constraint and uniform distribution.
labels with the proximity constraint. Computing the conflicts for
the proximity constraint is much more expensive than for the density constraint since the proximity constraint requires a spatial join.
Our results confirm that the benefit of reusing conflicts increases
the more expensive conflict derivation becomes.
Finally, we observe that Naive, CC, CU, and CU+ overall have a
longer running time using the self-similar distribution of labels. If
we accumulate the sizes of the input relations subject to each label
for both distributions, the self-similar distribution results in a much
higher total number of tuples to be processed by global selections.
For example, in a four-label linear hierarchy, the cumulative size
of the self-similar distribution is 375.2% compared to 250% of the
input relation for the uniform distribution.
4.3.2 Conflict Complexity. We have hinted before at the notion
of division of labor between CRw and CD. In this section, we aim
to explore how the ratio between constrained and unconstrained
tuples as well as the complexity of the constraints affect the performance of the algorithms. The problem with the density constraint
as well as the wordcount constraint is that every tuple is always
in exactly one conflict. The proximity constraint is the only one
used where not all tuples are necessarily in a conflict. With this
constraint, we can actually influence the ratio between constrained
and unconstrained tuples through the zoom level at which we compute the global selection. A zoom level of 1 is where we can see the
whole world (e.g., Figure 1), and as the zoom level increases, we
move closer to the surface. As such, we would expect more tuples
to become unconstrained as the zoom level increases.
Figure 16 shows how the various methods behave with the proximity constraint on the airport dataset using a self-similar distribution of labels. We also ran the experiment using uniform distribution which yielded similar results. Unlike the previous experiments
where we varied the number of labels, we here vary the zoom level.
We use a linear security hierarchy with eight labels. At zoom level 1,

99% of all tuples are in at least one conflict. At zoom level 4, which
we have used for all the previous experiments on the airports and
OpenStreetMap datasets, 70% of all tuples are constrained. At zoom
level 7, only 12% are in a conflict. We observe that CU performs
very poorly compared to Naive when most tuples are constrained.
CU performs better relative to Naive as the zoom level (and thus
the percentage of unconstrained tuples) increases, although always
slightly worse. This behavior is similar to what was observed in
Section 4.3.1. Likewise, CU+ is no better than CC.
4.3.3 DAG-Shaped Security Hierarchies. In this section, we explore how the algorithms perform on security hierarchies with
more complex structure than linear. For this experiment, we fix the
number of labels at 10 and randomize the structure of the security
hierarchy using a random DAG generator.7 The generated DAG
always has a single root node, and the depth of the DAG varies
between three and five. Recall from Section 4.2 that we employ a
uniform distribution with DAG security hierarchies when assigning
labels to input tuples. As for the previous experiments, we ran this
experiment ten times on each configuration and randomized the
DAG for each run.
Figures 17 and 18 report the results for the airports and OpenStreetMap datasets. We observe that the standard deviation is very
small across the board, which supports our claim from Section 4.2
that the number of labels and distribution hereof play a bigger role
on the running time than the structure of the security hierarchy.
The relative running times between the algorithms show the same
trends we have seen in the previous experiments. We also ran this
experiment on the rappers dataset with the wordcount constraint
and on airports with the density constraint, obtaining similar relative performance between Naive, CC, and RS as in Figure 18.

7 http://www.graphdrawing.org/data.html
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5

RELATED WORK

Several proposals introduce access control models based on geographical context, e.g., a certain user is only authorized to see data
within a region of a city [3, 5, 11, 30, 36, 41]. Furthermore, in some
of these proposals, e.g., GEO-RBAC [6], SRBAC [18], LoT-RBAC [8],
or the method of Shebaro et al. [37], role activation may depend
on the location of the user and roles can thus change dynamically
as users move. Moreover, role hierarchies can in some cases be
defined [3, 5, 6, 8, 18]. In contrast to our approach, however, little
is said about how to efficiently reuse computation of access control
permissions across hierarchical levels over such geospatial data or
how to integrate these models with map generalization. In addition,
our model is based on label-based access control, which fits more
naturally use cases such as agricultural extension services than
role-based access control (see Section 6).
Maps are the visualization category of choice for geospatial data.
Many data management systems for visualizations have been proposed over time [2, 26, 29], some of which include maps [4, 17].
However, none of these visualization systems have considered the
issue of optimizing data reduction operations in the presence of
access control. Furthermore, in data management systems for visualizations, the two primary data reduction approaches employed
are data selection (e.g., by filtering or random sampling) and data
aggregation. Our work focuses on data selection, since the problem
of data aggregation under access control can often be substantially
simpler to solve. Consider, for example, the data aggregation approach of Nanocubes [27], in which a multidimensional aggregate
representation inspired by the Dwarf index [39] is linked to the
nodes of a quadtree. To adapt the approach to access control, we can
conceptually replace each aggregate in the data structure by a list of
aggregates per access label. If a simple linear representation of such
a list proves to be too space-consuming, we could further compress
the representation of the aggregates per label by exploiting the
security hierarchy structure in a delta encoding scheme.
In contrast to data aggregation, deriving data selections subject
to access control can be far more challenging and computationally
expensive. In particular, data selection methods have been recently
proposed that respect user-centered visualization constraints and/or
optimization goals [16, 24, 25, 32, 35]. These methods are advantageous in that they create visualizations that are more representative
to end users when compared with random sampling, especially over
multiple scales in cartographic use cases [16, 32, 35]. However, these
methods often involve computing solutions to hard optimization
problems. Given their degree of algorithmic sophistication, it is

non-trivial to reuse computations in these methods when deriving
multiple data selections for a security hierarchy. This paper shows
that a naïve combination of access control with an optimizationbased method of data selection for visualizations yields runtimes
that grow quickly with the size of security hierarchies. To address
this issue, the paper presents a set of new theoretical results and
algorithms. A novel aspect of the algorithms proposed in this paper is the observation that the data inclusion structure originating
from a label-based access control scheme can be leveraged towards
reusing derivations of visual conflicts across different access roles
in a data selection method for declarative cartography.
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CASE DISCUSSION

This paper is motivated by problems encountered while working
on the Future Cropping project in Denmark.8 Future Cropping is
a collaboration between, among others, the farming information
provider SEGES,9 companies, and universities aiming to improve
farming using modern technology. Agriculture takes up 62% of the
area of Denmark10 and is responsible for 25% of the value of goods
exported by the country.11 Unsurprisingly, there is substantial interest in improving farming practices.
Agricultural extension is a key element to achieving such improvements. Extension services allow farm consultants to provide
customized advice to farmers. In Denmark, SEGES is the main information provider for extension services, offering a platform used by
both farm consultants and farmers. The SEGES platform includes
several web services with data on fields, satellite imagery, crops,
among many others.12 In Future Cropping, SEGES’s data platform
is being extended further with new analytical services combining
multiple data sets, e.g., to improve fertilizer application by exploiting satellite imagery or to support decision making by exploiting
data collected from farm machinery.13
In applications such as the SEGES platform, farmers own their
data, but can give access to consultants. Consultants can access the
data from multiple farmers, compare data, and guide each farmer
on how to proceed to maximize her yield. With increasing data
density coming from farm equipment and other sensors, the need
for data reduction methods in creating maps under access control
is expected to grow.
8 https://futurecropping.dk/
9 https://www.seges.dk
10 https://www.dst.dk/Site/Dst/Udgivelser/nyt/GetPdf.aspx?cid=24323
11 https://www.lf.dk/om-os/vores-bidrag/25-pct-af-danmarks-eksport
12 https://www.seges.dk/software/plante/mark-online
13 https://futurecropping.dk/guldet-ligger-gemt-i-de-rigtige-data/

In this agricultural extension scenario, a natural security hierarchy contains labels for farmers, consultants, and system administrators. Moreover, data items are labeled according to the farmer
they belong to. For example, in a relation with field polygons and
associated attributes, tuples are labeled according to which farmer
owns each field. In other words, since schemas are shared among
farmers, we employ fine-grained access control to ensure farmer
data is only accessed by authorized users. These authorizations are
managed by the information provider, e.g., SEGES, who can alter
the security hierarchy. For example, a given consultant label should
dominate the farmer labels corresponding to the data the consultant
is allowed to see. A system administrator label can dominate all
farmer labels in the hierarchy such that the correspoding farmers
have authorized SEGES to use their data for running data mining
algorithms according to the terms of service.

7

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we study the problem of efficiently computing global
selections for declarative cartography under fine-grained access
control. The key idea of our approach is to increase reuse in the
computation of global selections across access labels. Our theoretical results lay the groundwork for algorithms exploring various
reuse approaches. All algorithms generate the same output as the
naïve approach of computing the global selection from scratch for
each label in a security hierarchy, thus guaranteeing that access
control is not violated. Our experimental results show that reusing
conflicts between global selections across multiple access roles improves runtime significantly compared to the naïve approach. This
method dominates the naïve approach for any security hierarchy of
at least two access labels and the benefit increases with the number
of labels as well as with the complexity of the constraints.
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